
The loofah sponges are made from the loofah plant’s fruit, which is the inside part of the loofah sponge. It is a fast growing and 

sustainable plant. Inside the fruit a dense grid of fibres is formed. Our Loofee products are handmade in the manufactory. As it is 

a fruit, the colour and the size of the luffa sponge may change, sometimes it might contain seeds.

Handmade products. SIzes around 8-12x15 cm. Swells to multiple of its size when soaked in water, its fibres soften become spon-

ge-like. After usage, rinse through, wring it and hang up to dry. You can clean it in the washing machine, dishwasher or with hot 

water. Very persistent, with proper usage you can use it for months. After it has deteriorated, you can compost the sponge, it 

degrades in the environment.

Why should you choose  the             luffa sponge?
vegan •  p last ic- f ree •  b iodegradable

LONG LASTING PLANT SPONGE MADE FROM LOOFAHLONG LASTING PLANT SPONGE MADE FROM LOOFAH

The  prefect alternative  for plastic spongesThe  prefect alternative  for plastic sponges

Ingredients: 100% loffah plant fruit (Luffa aegyptiaca, Luffa cylindrica peeled, seeded out, dried), cotton string.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE WASHING FRUIT AND VEGETABLE WASHING 
LUFFA SPONGELUFFA SPONGE

Ideal for cleaning hard-shelled vegetables,  
fruits. Use it on the wet peel of the vegetables 
and fruits with gentle rubbing to remove any 
contamination.

LUFFA SPONGE FOR  LUFFA SPONGE FOR  
DISHWASHINGDISHWASHING
Use it on any surface while washing the dishes, 
it is scratch-free thanks to its softened fibres.

LUFFA SPONGE FOR LUFFA SPONGE FOR 
SHOWER AND BATHSHOWER AND BATH
Can be used everyday during your daily 
personal hygienic routine, while showering or 
having a bath, when softened by water with a 
small amount of soap or shower gel.

LUFFA SPONGE FOR LUFFA SPONGE FOR 
CLEANINGCLEANING
Recommended for cleaning washbasins, bath-
tubs, tiles, taps and worktops. Use it with warm 
water paired with natural cleaning products!

made  from Loofah Plant by


